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To ?till it'll on it i? tyroner it: 
Be it known that FERDIN ANIDA LLAs Mc:- 

MILLAN, a citizen of the United States, and a 
resident of Atlanta, in the county of Fulton 

5 and State of Georgia, have made certain new 
and useful Improvements in Boiler-Cleaners, 
of which the following is a specification. 
My invention is an improvement in devices 

for use in cleaning steam-boilers or other closed 
receptacles and by which to blow out any ac 
cumulations of mud or other senisolid mat 
ter fron) the various parts of the utiler anot 
to make it possible to reach corners and all 
other points in the builer by water or other 
liquid, sand, paints, lust, air, or other fluids 
as may be desired; and the inventiui consists 
in certain novel constructions and combina 
tions of parts, as will be hereinafter described 
and claimcd. 

In thic drawings, Figure 1 is a sectional ele 
vation, parts broken away, of a device en 
bodying my invention; and Fig. 2 is a detail 
section on about line 22 of Fig. 1. 
Hy Iny invention provide in the waii (f 

5 

25, the boiler or other receptacle an orcining in 
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- which a pipe for the introduction or with 
drawal of the lesired matrial is universally 
jointed, so that the inner eiid or nozzle of the 
pipe may be given any desired direction. In 
the construction shown the wall A, which 
may be the wall of a boiler or other suitable 
receptacle, has all opening A', in which the 
universally-jointed devices operate. To the 
wall A. surroiling the lit. iing A', 1 sculi'e 

fra-ri: i.wich is held securely in place 
ly ris' it a? 'at is Llir adel internally, as show 
st 3. Wit litti rii is sei: Fred the carrier 
as it; t is' ill-socket for the tall 1). This 

carrier is slow it as couposed of the two 
it sit-it is E at F, the oiter section E 

! is tiri'iated it its outer side at E to engage 
thre: is 3' if the fraine-ring 13, and such 

tutor si?tion E being rabbeted on its inner 
.5 kille at E and receiving the annular rib F on 

the section F, such section Fhaving the face 
?tange F, which is secured hybolts (i to the 
liter section E, as best shown in Fig. 1 of the 
lawings. At their inner sides the sections E 

; ; } i? the carri, are for inct with a co 

wiat for conveniece of reference tertil the 

cave surface (l, which is ground, turned, or 
otherwise brought to fit the convex surface of 
the ball 1), which fits within the carrier and 
may be turned in any desircd m, anner in or-. 
der to give the proper direction the inner 
end of the pipe for introducing or "ithdraw 
ing the liquid or fluic usetlin cleanin the re 
ceptacle. Iy this construction the caning 
apparatus may be ireadily applical to the boiler 
or other receptacle. . . . - 
The ball ID has in its outer side a threaded 

opening I)' and in its inner side a tilircaded 
opening I), receiving the outer and inner sec 
tions and H' (f the pipe for introducing 
and withdrawing the material. As slown, the 
openings ly' and O' are in alinemcnt, and the 
sections H and H may be brought to coincide 
at their meeting ends, as will be understood 
from Fig. 1.- The section H" has the nozzle 
end I, and the section. His supplied with a coupling J, by which the hose-pipe K may be 
coabled, as desired. This hose-pipe K is flexi ble, so it will permit the manipulation of the 
delivery-pipes by the turning of the ball in 
its shell or socket in order to properly direct 
the inner end of the pipe, as will be under 
stood from the dotted lities in Fig. 1. The 
carrier may be notched at for engagement 
by a spanner-wrench or may be otherwise 
adapted to be turned in adjusting the same 
into and out of engagement with the franc 
ring B in the use of the invention. 
The mud from the roiler may be blown out 

ly blowing steam against the walls of the 
boiler fron this nozzle, and mild at the 
cleansing material may be withdrawi by al 
plying suction to the pipe K by leans of an 
air-pun or other device that will stick the 
matrial out through the nozzle and lip's Il 
and K. . . " - 

The invention is simple, easily applied illial 
will be found efficient for the prose for 
which it is designed. 

Having thus described my invention, what 
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Icters 
Patent, is 

1. The combination sl 
: descriled, of the wall of late having an open 
ing, the frame-ring scored to the plat' stir 
ronding such opening and threaded at it: 
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tantially as heroint. 
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O threaded in theinner and outer ends of the ball, 
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inner side, the carrier composed of inner and and having the curved opening forming the 
outer sections secured together, the outer sec-ball-socket, the ball held in said socket an: tion being threaded into engagement with the the supply and delivery pipe sections connect 
frame-ring and such outer and inher sections ed with said ball, substantially as set forth. 
being curved on their inner faces to form the i3. The combination with a device for clean 
ball-socket, the ball held in such socket andling boilers and the iike, of the tsii, a carrier 
háving threaded openings in its inner and for the ball having a ball-socket receiving the 
outer ends and the pipe for introducing or ball and pipes screwed into the ball from the op 
withdrawing the material and having sections posite sides thereof substantially as set forth. 

FERDINANT DATLAs McMILLAN. substantially as and for the purposes set forth. 
2. The combination of the wall, the frame- Witnesses: . . . - 

ring held to the wall, the carrier composed of JoHN B. Goodwin, Jr., 
sections held together and to the frame-ring T. H. JEFFRIES. 
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